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Family History Series Part 10:  First World War

The Man who Disappeared
By Sophie Jackson

In an old local newspaper, sandwiched between

an advert for Cuticura Soap and a feature about

stolen clothing, was a photograph of a stocky

looking seaman. His name was listed as Mr C. B.

Herring, leading seaman on HMS Pathfinder, a

recent casualty to enemy action. There was only

one problem, Mr Herring did not exist.

Lighting a Path
Pathfinder was a scout cruiser, a small, fast, lightly armed

and armoured warship. Pathfinder had the dubious honour of

being the first ship ever to be sunk by a U-boat locomotive

torpedo. Out of around 270 crewmen, there were only 18

survivors. The tragedy of Mr Herring, who died barely a

month into the war, set me on a trail of misinformation

stemming back long before his picture appeared in the local

paper. It began simply enough when I put Herring’s name into

the Commonwealth War Graves’ database of war casualties.

To my immense surprise he wasn’t listed. By chance there

was a casualty list for Pathfinder available online. But here

things became confusing again. There was not a single

crewman aboard Pathfinder with the name Herring. He had

simply disappeared!

The Invisible Man
Here I had a photograph of a man called Herring who,

according to the records, didn’t exist. However I also had a

few clues. Herring had been on Pathfinder and he left behind

a widow and child. His address was given as Hedley Home

and in his picture he was wearing a pair of medals and a Navy

cap bearing the words HMS Cyclops. The first thing to do was

go back to the crew list for Pathfinder and look for anyone

with a similar name to Herring. There was in fact one likely

candidate, a Charles Burrell Henry who was also a leading

seaman. Henry and Herring might have got confused in a

printing error. However, trying to correlate this with the crew

list of the Cyclops proved a dead-end so it was time to move

away from Navy records and into civilian territory. The

Kelly’s series of street directories are invaluable for the

researcher as they cover both businesses and residential areas

as well as listing occupiers. There also happened to be one

published in 1914. If Henry was my man, I should find him

listed at Hedley Home. Yet again I struck a dead-end. There

was no Henry. I had fast run out of options in my search when

a friend noted how unusual a middle name Henry had, could

it be possible, she suggested, that this could have been

mistaken for his surname? Sure enough, reversing Henry and

Burrell rapidly turned up results. There he was at Hedley

Home as Charles Henry Burrell. Suddenly the pieces started

to fall into place. I found his marriage to Caroline Liffen, who

was a widow, and further scrap of information indicated that

Henry had won gallantry awards right at the beginning of the

war. This explained the two medals on his chest.

This turned out to be a long and complicated search, and a

classic example of how minor errors which get repeated can

almost erase a person from history. There was one final

question in my mind, one I have still failed to answer. Charles

Henry had a prominent obituary in the paper, yet it seems his

relatives never complained about the error in his name.

Certainly there does not appear to be a mention in the paper’s

next edition apologising for the mistake. Did the family not

notice? Or did the paper feel no need to apologise in print?

Whatever the case, Mr Henry/Herring proves why no infor-

mation should ever be taken at face value when it comes to

researching the past.

Charles Burrell Henry. This rather grainy
photograph was one of the few clues I had
to the identity of Charles Burrell Henry.

HMS Pathfinder was struck by a torpedo and then exploded killing the majority of her crew.



War has many victims beyond those in uniform: The

Great War was no exception. Whilst millions of men from

Britain and her allied countries were dying on foreign soil,

there was a battle raging closer to our shores, one which

has been virtually forgotten with time. The heroes of this

battle were as young as 14 and as old as 70. Ordinary

civilians thrust into unexpected conflict, fighting an enemy

better armed and better equipped. That any survived is

miraculous enough. That they sometimes scored a blow

against the Germans is truly remarkable.

Following the Herring
When war was declared in 1914, the Kaiser’s Navy swept

swiftly into action. Britain had to be crippled as fast as

possible and one way to do that was to destroy her fishing

fleets. German U-boats headed into the North Sea in search of

civilian shipping, intent on blowing up anything they found.

They quickly laid minefields and set-up patrol routes around

fishing grounds. War could not have come at a worse time for

the fishermen of Britain. The herring season was just

beginning, but the Scottish herring fleets did not dare travel

down the coast in pursuit of the fish for fear of German mines.

Out of desperation the British fleets braved the water. For

many, fishing was their only livelihood. If they avoided

dragging up mines in their nets, they had to face the perils of

patrolling German submarines. If they were lucky the U-boat

commander would be merciful and warn them to get off their

boat before he sunk it.

The first casualties came as early as August 1914. The

British authorities moved into action to protect their fishermen,

but the Navy could not spare ships to guard the herring fleets.

Instead, they came up with a plan to arm some of the fishing

trawlers with light guns and commissioned fishing drifters to

act as minesweepers to try and clear the waters. None of these

boats was excused from fishing and they had to juggle their

patrol work with making their herring catch.

Fighting the Kaiser
U-boats were armed with 88mm deck guns and torpedoes.

They were a formidable opponent against Navy battleships, let

alone a wooden hulled fishing vessel. Though the Navy had

provided some of the fishermen with guns, their range was

poor in comparison to the German deck guns. When Skipper

Thomas Crisp attacked a U-boat in his fishing smack Nelson,

his vessel suffered eight shots from the enemy before he could

bring his gun into range. The seventh shot took off Crisp’s legs

and he died on his boat.

With such a vast disparity it is remarkable the fishermen

tried to fight the Germans at all, but the only other option was

to sit and wait to be destroyed. Besides, fishermen form tight

communities and they sailed in fleets together. They had

friends and relatives aboard various boats and they would try

their hardest to protect them. The Navy once had cause to

complain that the fishermen were rather prone to going to the

aid of a sinking trawler and putting themselves in harm’s way,

rather than letting survivors fend for themselves. That was the

nature of a fisherman. Without the courage of the fighting

fishermen Britain would have suffered a food crisis and

Germany might have come closer to starving us into

submission. But the fishermen fought on, going back to sea

week after week knowing the risks facing them. Yet who

remembers their story? As we spend time over the next four

years commemorating the fallen of Flanders and France, we

should also spare a moment for those who died a few miles

from their homes. Not soldiers or sailors, but humble

fishermen determined to fight the Kaiser at all costs.
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The First World War

.......yet who remembers their

story .... some as young as 14

others as old as 70?
By Sophie Jackson

Skipper Thomas
Crisp lost his life
trying to attack a u-
boat while aboard
the fishing smack
‘Nelson’.

Fishing smacks were armed to protect other fishermen from u-boats.
German u-boats were sent to the North Sea when war was declared and main-
tained an aggressive campaign of destruction against the British fishing fleets.


